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Pragma Industries puts hydrogen to work
for energy transition and soft mobility

The energy transition and the commitment to a low-carbon society have become an emergency that
needs to be addressed in concrete ways. This is the aim of Pragma Industries. Specialized in hydrogen
fuel cells, committed to local mobility solutions, the company plays a key role in the democratization
of hydrogen energy.
Pragma Industries was created in 2004 by two engineers: Pierre Forté and Rémi Succoja. Located in
Biarritz, the company employs ten people. In fifteen years of operation, with fuel cells delivered in
more than 40 countries worldwide, the company has proven its high level of expertise for compact
hydrogen batteries dedicated to mobility and nomadism. The mission of Pragma Industries is to democratize hydrogen-green energy and fuel cells.

HYDROGEN, AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE ENERGY TRANSITION

•

•
•

2004 experts from the European Commission have estimated that "Hydrogen is one of the
most promising ways to develop renewable electric energy, and fuel cells will be the most
efficient way to achieve this".
2015 at the COP 21 in Paris, it is accepted that the use of hydrogen would change the energy
model.
2017 During the COP 23, the Hydrogen Council, gathering 18 major industrial companies, presented a study "Hydrogen Scaling Up" highlighting the global stakes of the hydrogen economy
and its determining role on the energy transition. By 2050, it is estimated that hydrogen could
account for one fifth of global energy consumption and would be a key element in achieving
the goal of a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions.

Concretely for the past five years, hydrogen has attracted strong international interest and its use as a
high-potential energy carrier is increasing in Japan, the USA, China and Europe, particularly in France
and Germany.

HYDROGEN IS A PERFECT ENERGY VECTOR FOR LOCAL MOBILITY

Hydrogen, coupled with a fuel cell, makes it possible to produce electricity and finds its applications,
among others, in electric vehicles replacing batteries to store the necessary energy. Its advantages are
on the one hand operational: long range – 1 kg of hydrogen equals the energy stored in 75 Kg of lithium
batteries –, very short charging time –1 to 5 minutes to recharge a vehicle with hydrogen –; and on the
other hand environmental: 5,000 to 10,000 times less rare or noble metals used compared to batteries, easier recycling, longer life and hydrogen that can be produced locally from renewable energies.
Thus, hydrogen is perfectly suited to heavy-duty, energy-hungry vehicles (sedans, trucks, buses, trains)
and just as much to light-duty vehicles (e-bikes, scooters, light quadricycles). For the latter, the area of
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local mobility (also known as "light mobility" or "last mile mobility"), the proliferation of millions of
small lithium batteries makes collection and recycling very difficult or even impossible. Fuel cells solve
this environmental problem while providing superior user comfort.

ALPHA, THE AMBASSADOR OF A CLEANER SOCIETY

2013

1st proof of
concept

•
•

•

2014

2nd proof of
concept

2015

Alpha prototypes
15 units

2017

1st series model
100 units
100 km range

2019

2nd series of 200 units
150 km range
with compact
refilling stations

Since 2013, Pragma Industries has been working to integrate its hydrogen fuel cell technology
into an electric bike to improve its overall carbon footprint.
In 2017, after four years of development, Pragma Industries launched the commercialization
of ALPHA, the first commercial electric bicycle using hydrogen as an onboard energy storage.
Powered by a fuel cell, it is the only homologated and mass-produced hydrogen bike worldwide. With this innovation, Pragma Industries offers a sustainable solution at the crossroads
of new mobility and the energy transition. Adapting perfectly to new urban policies aimed at
reducing the number of cars in city centers, the new-generation
electric-assisted bicycle can travel up to 100 km but above all it
can be recharged in just one minute with a dedicated station.
In 2019, ALPHA is upgraded to offer a range of 150 km at each
and every refill. It is complemented by compact charging stations
that can be installed in public places. It is now a complete ecomobility solution offered by Pragma Industries.

SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCES
ALPHA, the first standard H2 e-Bike, offers a series of advantages over battery e-Bikes for both users,
operators and the environment:
•

Almost instant recharge (less than a minute) on dedicated stations. ALPHA is always available. A decisive
advantage for operators who require high productivity or a great deal of flexibility in the use of e-Bikes.
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Long range, up to 150 km. The “energy anxiety” disappears in favor of a real freedom of movement. Refills can be spaced further thanks to the confidence brought by ALPHA.
• Insensitivity to climatic conditions. ALPHA delivers
consistent performance, and especially the same
range, even in very cold weather, which is not the case
for lithium batteries whose performances decrease
with temperature.
• A longer lifetime, for a responsible consumption
mode.
• Zero CO2 emission. A better overall carbon footprint
CO2 emissions (grams per km) compared for
various vehicles. Alpha has the lowest carbon
over the lifetime of the bike, for a solution that is even
footprint.
more sustainable.
•

EXAMPLES OF OPERATIONAL FLEETS
CONSEIL DÉPARTEMENTAL DE LA MANCHE
Commissioning date: 2017
Operator: Saint-Lô Tourist Office, local businesses
Use: commuting and tourist rental
Number of bikes: 10 bicycles
Operator: Cherbourg Tourist Office
Usages: tourist rental
Number of bikes: 10 bicycles
AGGLOMÉRATION PAYS BASQUE
Commissioning date: 2017
Operator: town council
Use: commuting; tourism
Number of bicycles: 13 bicycles

AGGLOMÉRATION DE CHAMBÉRY
Date of commissioning: 2018
Operator: Chambéry Grand-Lac
Use: commuting, tourist rental
Number of bicycles: 15 bicycles

SOCIÉTÉ ONDULIA - ARIÈGES
Commissioning: 2018
Operator: company operating local hydraulic dam
Usages: tourist rental
Number of bikes: 10 bicycles
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AMBITIONS
Pragma Industries aims to become the world leader in hydrogen light mobility by providing, with its
partners, complete mobility solutions, from the production of carbon-free hydrogen to the vehicles
and associated services. For this the company develops the most practical, the most democratic and
also the most eco-responsible mobility solutions.
The ALPHA bike is the first step in the company's strategy towards its goal by proposing:
• an innovative response to the problem of air pollution, the need to transition to a low-carbon
economy;
• a solution to urban congestion
• the most affordable hydrogen mobility solution in the world

Alpha Bike "City Rider"

Alpha Bike "Mountain Rider" introduced at CES®2019
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